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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, DALLAS (105-NEW)(P)
SUBJECT: "AMERICAN UNDERGROUND", aka MINUTEMEN, FORT WORTH, TEXAS
INFORMATION CONCERNING INTERNAL SECURITY

OCT-DALLAS

Re: Bureau airtel to Dallas, 11/16/64; and Dallas airtel to Bureau, 3/18/65.

Referenced communications and previous information concerning this group in the Fort Worth area have been submitted under caption:

"MINUTEMEN" INFORMATION CONCERNING INTERNAL SECURITY (OCT: KANSAS CITY)

However, investigation by Kansas City, office of origin in Minutemen case and subsequent and continuing investigation in the Dallas Division have failed to establish a definite connection between captioned organization and Minutemen other than mutually sympathetic goals. This would lend credence

7 - Bureau (RM)(Enc. 12)
   (2 - 62-107261)

2 - Kansas City (RM)(Enc. 2)
   (1 - 62-7797)(Info)

3 - Houston (RM)(Enc. 3)
   (1 - 68-1802)(Info)

3 - San Antonio (RM)(Enc. 3)
   (1 - 105-2356)(Info)

7 - Dallas
   (4 - 105-NEW)

   (1 - 105-1280)(MINUTEMEN)
   (1 - 157-218)(WALKER)
   (1 - 134-338)

RLW/JP
(22)
to the likelihood that the Fort Worth Group is probably autonomous
to the area and is more closely related to the activities
of retired General EDWIN WALKER rather than ROBERT DE PUGH.

Enclosed letterhead memorandum is captioned and
dated as above and will contain a summary of pertinent investi-
gation of this group to date. This information has previously
been furnished Bureau and interested offices and agencies
under "Minutemen" caption. Subsequent information developed
in regard to this group will be submitted under caption "AMERICAN
UNDERGROUND, FORT WORTH, TEXAS; and in addition, information
copies will be furnished Bureau and Kansas City for their
respective case files re "Minutemen". In view of similar
organizational structures and goals apparently fostered, however, by
separate ... lead...s, ATTU, INT... OSI, and U.S. Secret
Service are each being furnished two copies of enclosed letterhead
memorandum.

Informants

DL-T-1 is DL-269-PSI.

DL-T-2 is [DL-16-S.]

DL-T-3 is [DL-20-S.]

Enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified confi-
dential inasmuch as unauthorized disclosure of the information
could...

1. have an adverse effect on national defense
interest of this country

2. and reasonably result in identification of a
confidential source of continuing and compromise his future
effectiveness.

LEADS:

HOUSTON

AT HOUSTON, TEXAS

Will verify residence and employment of WILLIAM H. SEALE
and thereafter interview him re any knowledge of activities

CONFIDENTIAL
of captioned organization or any organization similarly orientated in the Fort Worth area. Interview should be conducted in such a manner as to protect the identity of DL-269-PSI.

SAN ANTONIO

AT NORTH FORT HOOD, TEXAS

Interview LUTHER SOUTH re knowledge of captioned organization or similar organization in the area.

DALLAS

AT BOWIE, TEXAS

Identify (FNU) HUDSON and ascertain his possible connection with the National Guard in that area as a Sergeant.

AT MIDLOTHIAN, TEXAS

1. Through PENN JONES, Publisher of "Midlothian Mirror", and other available sources ascertain from whom RAY is buying the Whitegate Farm, when he made the purchase, and who holds the mortgage.

2. Will check this or other sources in a further effort to ascertain RAY's place of employment.

AT FORT WORTH, TEXAS

Will maintain contact with DL-269-PSI.

AT DALLAS, TEXAS

Interview NOLAN FRANKLIN SOUTH for any information concerning captioned organization or a similar type organization in the Dallas-Fort Worth area, exercising particular caution to protect the identity of DL-269-PSI.